1985 audi coupe gt

The Coupe GT market has moved forward since last year, so will it sell this time? Just like the
CS quattro I looked at the other day, smooth bumper covers front and rear were met with wide
molding and new rocker covers. DOT-required halogen lights replaced the upright
quad-rectangle arrangement on models, and the new grill sloped to meet stainless trim which
surrounded the car. Inside was met with a revised dashboard with new softer-touch plastics, a
leather covered steering wheel and few other changes. As with the line, most of the manual bits
available in early B2s disappeared, and in you bought a late model it probably came standard
with power locks, mirrors and windows. Most GTs also came equipped with a sunroof manual
and pop-out and the rear wiper. I purchased this vehicle on eBay in July and had it shipped here
to the Atlanta area. I decided to take a chance on it anyway, and will do my best to provide all
the good and bad that I found after purchasing. I am selling the car because my son needed us
to store his vehicle while he is deployed in the Army, and now I have no room for this one.
Given the scarcity of these vehicles, I will probably regret selling it somedayâ€¦. My goal with
the car, if I kept it, was to bring it back to original condition. It came with an Arizona title and
definitely appears to have been out west most of its life. Alignment is good, great cornering. Will
need refinishing at some point. Instrument cluster lights up, gauges above shifter function. The
good news: once the engine heats up, you can no longer hear it. Something that was not
disclosed when I bought it. Will need to be sourced and replaced for window to function. My
mechanic did not think it needed service in August. Many of the missing parts are purely
cosmetic, and only matter if you are wanting to restore this Coupe GT to its original condition
like I did. OEM Ronal Wheels. This Audi runs and drives good. Fun to drive. The clock still ticks.
The body is straight. Rust free. All the moldings, trim pieces, lights etc are all in great shape.
Wing is in great shape. Removable moonroof. The interior is super clean except for the
passenger seat which has a small rip. Original owners manual. Comes with bag full of misc. Has
minor scuff marks as seen in picture below. Passenger side has paint missing due to scuff. Has
the common odometer issue. Stopped working. Alpine White is a great shade on these cars, and
suits the design well. Generally speaking, this example looks to be a solid driver candidate.
Though the exterior looks decent, under the hood and in the jambs is quite dirty and a simple
cleaning could do wonders. A West Coast car, it appears rust-free and overall still quite
presentable in spite of the issues. The price is fairly aggressive in light of the problems, though.
One of these days, I am going to do something silly and buy another CGT and put a lot of
money making it a trailer queen. Each time I see one, I still get excited. Enter your email
address: Delivered by FeedBurner. We re-post public classified advertisements. As a practice
we rehost images and ad copy to preserve the listing for future reference. If you would like
additional attribution for your work, or wish to remove your listing from our site, we are happy
to accommodate. Please email us: germancarsforsaleblog gmail. Please note we do not
represent these vehicles and our opinion on these cars has no guarantee or warranty. We are
not responsible for these items in any way. Estimates on price and values expressed in our
posts are solely the opinion of the writers. Thank you for your understanding. Given the scarcity
of these vehicles, I will probably regret selling it somedayâ€¦ The car is registered here in
Georgia, and I have a clear title in hand. Cons: Has minor scuff marks as seen in picture below.
One Comment Christian September 16, at am. Search for: Search. Your email will not be sold or
spammed, we promise! Even though compared to contemporaries the Audi Coupe GT fared well
in testing, the general attitude towards the model is that it was an underpowered, overpriced
and heavy Scirocco. But those that know the model share the joy of a hidden secret; a fine
handling GT, a composed tourer on the highway that is equally at home being flung around
twisty backroads, a trusted companion with startling longevity that never failed to bring smiles
on a regular basis. If you like the Audi Coupe GT, you probably like doing things a bit
differently. It never ceases to amaze me when these good condition Coupes pop up. Compare
that to the good condition E30s you can find any day of the week, and you start to understand
the significance of finding a car like this one. This car has the rare to see two-tone interior
which is incredibly clean, as is the car overall. Outside the Zermatt Silver is backed up by
awesome and necessary European lights that make it possible to drive the car after sunset.
Honestly, for the right car, I think it just might. These are impressive cars that stand apart from
the crowd and offer a unique take on the s personal coupe, and to me I think this one might just
be worth all of the asking price. Other shocker? Pretty funny post, RPM; a few details were off
hp for the GT, not 90, and there was no turbo version ever. I like the concept of your post
though! Carter â€” I hate it when I get stuff like that wrongâ€¦ Though there does seem to have
been a tuebo version. Anyway, updated the post. And I have owned my last modern BMW. My
X3 was a repair nightmare. Enter your email address: Delivered by FeedBurner. We re-post
public classified advertisements. As a practice we rehost images and ad copy to preserve the
listing for future reference. If you would like additional attribution for your work, or wish to

remove your listing from our site, we are happy to accommodate. Please email us:
germancarsforsaleblog gmail. Please note we do not represent these vehicles and our opinion
on these cars has no guarantee or warranty. We are not responsible for these items in any way.
Estimates on price and values expressed in our posts are solely the opinion of the writers.
Thank you for your understanding. Thanks to our reader Albert for sending this one in! RPM
January 23, at pm. Carter January 23, at pm. Jeremy January 24, at am. Wow, that is an
impressive find!! A long drive back from Oregon might be niceâ€¦. Search for: Search. Your
email will not be sold or spammed, we promise! It still looks pretty showroom fresh, and its
price now is almost a third of when new. Will that price however, to be enough for you to have
the good kind of sticker shock? Part of what doomed yesterday's car was the questionable
aftermarket modifications made both under the hood and in the cabin. I mean, shit, if you're
touting a rare car, don't eff it up, m'kay? If you prefer your cars to be as virginal as possible,
meaning just as they left the factory and definitely not eff'd up post-factory, then perhaps you'll
jones over this sweet '85 Audi Coupe GT. In a similar vein, if you've ever loved Volkswagen's
early GTI, but just felt that you needed something with a little more acreage to its metal, then
perhaps the Coupe GT would do as well. Off the bat, this one isn't a Quattro, being only
front-wheel drive. Like its hotter brethren it is powered by Audi's venerable five-pot engine,
although her in milder, normally aspirated form. Still, it hangs out on the front like Rose on the
Titanic. Playing the part of Jack behind that is another 5, as in a five-speed manual transaxle. I
used to drive an old Fox and I always liked how Audi shoved the radiator over to the side on
these cars so the engine could have enough room on the right to let its freak flag fly. Here, the
2. This being an '85, it also sports the model's mid-cycle refresh styling, which debuted the year
prior, and includes smoother headlamps and bumpers over the previous models. The basic
Giorgetto Giugiaro-penned body has also held up well styling-wise. You might think that the
modest power, FWD and eighties angular styling might make this an also-ran in the cool coupes
market, but be aware that Car and Driver anointed the Coupe GT as the best Sports Coupe in
America in , and also called it the year's biggest surprise. You might be surprised at the
condition of this one. Twenty nine years hasn't seemed to had much affect on the car inside or
out. The appropriately silver paint looks good and there doesn't appear to be any scuffing of the
bumper caps, nor curb rash on the alloy wheels. This one also appears to have the Euro lights
and front indicators, which is a bonus. The interior, with its cloth sport seats and typically
efficient Audi dash, looks like it could have just rolled out of Ingolstadt. Oh sure, the seat belts
look like they're a little reluctant to retract fully, but the upholstery is in such nice shape that it
makes me wonder if it has recently been redone. The car's condition is perhaps even more
amazing when you realize that it has , miles on the clock. Despite the years and miles, the ad
claims that the one-owner car is rust-free and runs and drives beautifully. Best of all perhaps is
that it comes not only with all its original literature, but with the window sticker too. That's the
best kind of time capsule, the one you can drive! What do you think, is this Coupe GT's price a
coup d'etat? Or, for that much would you likely not be saying Audi, pardner? Click here to send
a me a fixed-price tip, and remember to include your Kinja handle. The A. Nice Price Or No Dice.
Rob Emslie. You decide! Prev Next View All. Share This Story. Get our newsletter Subscribe.
Turbolence Loves Magic Turn Circles. Mint inside and out? This guy needs to teach me how to
maintain a car. Holy shit. Hello, Sign In! Your Andy's account is now active and you're logged in.
All available coupons will be applied automatically in your shopping cart! We have an excellent
selection of Coupe GT custom parts, like body kits, carbon hoods, custom seats, and rims, to
name a few. So please take a look at our Coupe GT parts selection. We're confident you'll enjoy
the experience! Select Your Vehicle. Year Doors and Windows. Accessory Products. Mats and
Liners. Shift Console. Accessory Items. Safety Equipment. Auxiliary Light Products. Neon
Lights. Fuel System. Turbos and Superchargers. Engine Dress Up. Shock Products. Brake Pads.
Brake Line Products. Wheel Bolts. Misc Wheel Items. Not able to find what you are looking for?
Many people use the term "Coupe GT aftermarket parts" specifically when referring to custom
parts for the Coupe GT, like performance parts or custom appearance parts. Over the course of
a vehicle's life, it almost certainly will have aftermarket parts installed in it at some point, even if
the vehicle is never actually "modded out". Customer Support. Contact Us. Returns Policy.
Terms of Service. About Us. About Andy's. In The Media. Andy's Parts Smarts. Andy's Auto
Sport TV. Customer Rides. The Andy's Dictionary. Knowledge Base. Sales Programs. Price
Stomp. Car Club Discounts. Wholesale Discounts. Sign Up. It helps us give you the best
shopping experience! You can skip. A original-color repaint, subtle Euro headlights and front
bumper trim are the only visible exterior changes; mechanical upgrades include 4-pot caliper
front brakes and a short-shift kit, and the stock interior includes a rebuilt cassette unit, as noted
in a BaT feature. More commonly seen are red or white Quattros. This car is said to be one of 73
ur-Quattros imported to the U. A few flaws in the paint are shown in the photo gallery, along

with views of the door and body gaps that appear to be as they should be. At least one wheel
has a bit of curb rash shown in gallery photos. The wider rear valance and rolled inner fender
edges provide extra clearance for the tires. The seller says that the car tracks well, the steering
is tight, the alignment feels right and the car stops straight. As far as model changes, in the
differential lock switch was changed to a rotary knob; next to the differential lock switch are
LED bar-graph voltmeter and oil temperature displays. The U. Some dampness around the
steering rack has also been noted. The brakes are said to feel solid, the clutch operates
smoothly, the synchros in the 5-speed transmission are good and the short-shift kit works well.
In , a new timing belt, water pump and alternator were fitted. The 4-wheel independent
suspension is said to be in good order; both front and rear use MacPherson struts, coil springs
and anti-roll bars. The catalytic converter is in place, the exhaust system is tight and the muffler
has been replaced. The complete AWD system, differentials and vacuum controls reportedly
operate as they should. There are three differential-locking options, including center and rear
diff; manually locking the center diff is said to enhance high-speed driving. The CarFax shows
four owners and no accidents reported. The second owner purchased it in with 6k miles, then
added about 95k during his year ownership before selling it in Some notes in the file indicate
that an OEM door was fitted around as a result of a dent there, but there is no receipt, nor is
there a record in the CarFax. A large file with what the seller believes to be all service records
since new is also included. You're the high bidder. Your bid has been posted in the comment
flow on the listing, and you can see other bids there as they happen. Good luck! If you win the
auction, your card will be charged for the service fee and you pay the seller directly for the
vehicle. If you don't win, your existing pre-authorization will be released. When you bid we
pre-authorize your credit card for the service fee this helps prevent fraud. If you don't win, the
pre-authorization will be released. For more info, read about our auctions or email us with any
questions. Are you sure
96 ford explorer manual
2005 dodge ram
05 ford ranger fuse diagram
you want to proceed? This Audi Ur-Quattro got away, but there are more like it here. See
Result. Upcoming Events Copperstate April 10 - May 21 - August 4 - 7. August 6 - 7. Current Bid:
None Ends in:. List Your Car on B a T. Advertise on BaT. Additional underside views are shown
in photo gallery. You are not connected to real-time updates. Attempting to connect. Your
real-time updates could not be connected. Missed updates will be sent once your connection
has been reestablished. Checking for missed updatesâ€¦. Bid Successful Congratulations!
Confirm your bid Please address the errors below. Update Credit Card. Are you sure? Cancel
reply. Keep me in this conversation via email. Loading more commentsâ€¦. Please enable
JavaScript to engage in the discussion on this site. Confirm Your Comment Did you mean to
enter this number as a bid? If so please use the bidding box above. Post This as a Comment
Cancel. Error Posting Comment There was an error posting your comment. January 21, at PM
PT.

